
A BOOK OF FIVE RINGS

The Book of Five Rings is a text on kenjutsu and the martial arts in general, written by the Japanese swordsman
Miyamoto Musashi around There have.

The Book of Void[ edit ] Although short, the void book lists, philosophically, the nature of both human
knowledge and other things. As there is collapse within an enemy, such as waning in his numbers, Musashi
notes that one must observe such events and use them to advantage. At the same time, in the Void, things we
do not do or see which he calls Spirit are part of the information which we perceive on a conscious level, but
with which we have no physical relationship. By Wind I mean old traditions, present-day traditions, and
family traditions of strategy. The philosophy value itself beyond my own judgment. Do not let the enemy see
your spirit. It is arguable whether Musashi is referring to religious spirituality or if he is actually explaining a
way to live a life and to process thoughts. The broader lesson from this book is that an important part of
understanding your own way is to understand the way of your opponent as precisely as possible. Right Side
Left Side The five attitudes of swordsmanship are referred to as the five classifications of areas for attack on
the human body. Autumn Monkey's Body[ edit ] With this method, you are to start off by assuming a posture
in which you are not to use your hands. Blow Like a Spark from a Stone[ edit ] If you are currently within a
situation in which you and your opponent's swords are to clash, you must strike extremely hard without raising
your sword to any extent. The main idea being to feign weakness as to open a weak spot, or Achilles' heel , in
the opposing force, and then regrouping to exploit such a hole by attacking deep within the enemy's party.
However, the type of timing in this instance is somewhat different from the timing noted in The Ground Book
since this variety of timing requires looking at the various physical factors which affect an enemy during
battle, such as determining if strength is waning or rising within a group of troopers. Ease and confidence will
be attained when this technique is continuously practiced upon. Wisdom has existence, principle has
existence, the Way has existence, spirit is nothingness. Crimson-Leaves Strike[ edit ] With this method, you
will cause your adversary's sword to drop through a strike from your sword, then bring yourself immediately
back to a readiness to strike. You must research what is written here. Since Musashi is drawing upon classical
Buddhist Five Element theory, Void in this case refers to Sunyata in Pali , sometimes translated as
"Emptiness," or "ether. Emptiness, and the establishing of the conditions that allow it to arise, is a common
theme in Zen Buddhist meditation practice, which no doubt informed the perspective of the author. When you
appreciate the power of nature, knowing rhythm of any situation, you will be able to hit the enemy naturally
and strike naturally. You must simply keep your spirit true to realise the virtue of strategy. Individually, it
refers to attacking the enemy's sword, breaking it, removing it from play, and a technique of controlling it
through direct blade on blade contact. However, if you think of reaching out both of your hands, your body
will remain distant.


